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How can we promote peace in our communities?
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If you are a member of a religious community,ask how you can
get more involved in promoting peace through its programs and
ministries.
Isaac

This is what we all need and deserve. Sarah
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if we want peace , lets work for justice ..nakatu philimon ― ANONYMOUS

Regard people who hurt your feelings as your personal teachers
of how to maintain a peaceful nature...shakim

Not easy to do but a good message thanks for sharing ― ANONYMOUS

Avoiding drugs that brings mental illness with in the
communities that we live in ...aya uganda

Also sensitization on drug use and other alcoholic substances would help the youth get rid of drugs.
― ANONYMOUS

forgive others , even longstanding enemies in order to maintain
peaceful state of mind.
juma

Are there some things you would consider unforgivable though or is everything forgivable?
― ANONYMOUS

choose a career that yields only good things for our families ,our
communities and our planet....sharif

Also getting involved in activies that promote peace in our communities like volunteering to clean
and treat the sick in our community. Patricia ― ANONYMOUS

like one love campaign ― ANONYMOUS

showing intergrity with in our communities ..veronica

intergrity and harmony breeds peace and a healthy community ― ANONYMOUS

Educate yourself [ AND OTHERS ] about injustices and inequality
about peace..mirembe

Volunteer for the peace corporations.....BENA

Good answer ― ANONYMOUS

Find in your heart some companion for that person, realising that he or she is most surely
struggling  
Jason

We should learn symbols of peace and use tangible examples as reminders in your own home,
workspace,cars etc. ― ANONYMOUS
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Donot purchase weapons like quns, bombs etc. NABATANZI UG

Deadly weapons are the major items used to kill people in large numbers ― ANONYMOUS

Help the home less . jovia

Nice idea ― ANONYMOUS

Read books about peace and recommend them to your friend 
Josiah

Do you have any suggestions of good peaceful books to read? ― ANONYMOUS

do not fight violence with violence. alex

An eye for an eye only lead to more blindness! ― ANONYMOUS

Faciliate and support dignified livelihoods....kyotalimye

Teaching young people on how to be kind to the
vulnerable...swaliki

Peace begins with you, how you treat your family and what you give is what you get in return. if you
give love and peace, you get love and peace back. Yowasi ― ANONYMOUS

Treat others the way you wish to be treated ...praise k
RR
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Restoration justice programs in schools and community setting
that focus on healing rather than punishment ...mbubi uganda

Engage in random acts of kindness on a regular basis.
Nampijja

What a great idea! ― ANONYMOUS

we should respect all members of the communities. gloria

Formation of local peace commissions
Aisha

This is a good idea since local authorities have played a good part in maintaining peace in the
country. ― ANONYMOUS

Tvect all poeple with kindness/vegardless of race gender orientahon /religion.....nakato
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practice self love and care so you can radiate goodness to
others. john

Great idea and love the picture ― ANONYMOUS

Solo
Being a part of something positive 
Communities can help kids be safer by having more youth programs. You have teens showing
other teens, “I’m doing something positive, you should come with me.” Community members
can continue to support the programs that are trying to prevent violence with funding, and
back us up when you see us trying to do things. Just encourage young people to be a part of
something positive

Develop meaningful relationships outside your own race
.....shakira

Great answer shakira, having good relationships with people is the best way of keeping peace,
― ANONYMOUS

BE patient in all aspects of life.....RITAH UG

lf you have a platform, use it to educate and spread message
about peace ...mukwaya

Yes, this would help in countries in so many that have so many wars ― ANONYMOUS

In order to have peace within a community, we need a justice system that works well. If there
is corruption within the police and justice system, then communities will end up taking justice
into their own hands, using mob violence. So maybe we need to �rst think about how we can
end corruption?

We shonld be truth ful/kind/tolerant and helpful. Nangobi

we should not cause suspicion in the minds of people belonging
to other communities. ben
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We should not hurt religious sentiments of other
communities...maka azedi ug

Take a non violent crisis intervention class. Abdu

We can also advocate for peace with T-shirts,bumper stickers. Andrew ― ANONYMOUS

Being helpful to others in the community

Controlling and avoiding theft. Latif

Promote love and do not stop to love no matter what. Remember
love is patient and kind spread love all over
Ann 

Avoiding �ghts and quarrels within our communities...Athieno ug

How do we end �ghts ― ANONYMOUS

Fundraise for peace building works and advocate for peace
keeping. Nake

To keep law and order ....Nangobi

It starts with me just ensure you are a peace maker and learn to resolve con�icts whenever
there is.  
Ann

we should make sure that every person within the areas where
we live is registered by local authorities .badru ug

Loving all people the same way regardless of their race ,tribe
gender or education background...ROSE U8G

Absolutely yes :) ― ANONYMOUS

Local leaders to always organisp peacp and harmory studies helpcommunity memdersl learn
the importance of keep peace with everyone...ESTHER UG

I think we need to look at what is causing the disputes and problems. Boredom? Lack of community
events and interaction? Maybe we need more community centres - Leigh ― ANONYMOUS

Having and promoting get together parties or functions and have
time to air out a few of those gaps amongst ourselves in the
community......kagoya victor

striving for humane understanding and harmonious relations in
our own daily live .....sophie ug

conflict management and resolutions whenever there are
misunderstandings.
peter

Also use our religion as ameans of fostering unity among all people. Jamawa ― ANONYMOUS

Being helpful to others whenever we can. shamim

Communication is key and being able to understand and learn from others that may have a
wildly different view from you, being open to their thoughts and beliefs. Also the media needs
to share more stories of positivity and peace rather than violence and despair to give hope to



our communities 

Nat

It's all about communication for me, trying to understand our neighbours and empathise with
their positions. Everybody does things for a reason and if we can understand and
communicate with each other better that'd be a great start. -Dan UK

I agree, I think we need more understanding rather than the polarised world we live in currently,
understanding and forgiveness. ― ANONYMOUS

The government need to create and emphasis laws that honour
peace and unity
Wakawoli Abdullah

Great idea. Do you have any ideas what sort of laws they could be? What laws would you create if
you were in power? ― ANONYMOUS

Police and the army need to protect people and their property
Siyenda ivan

Do you think sometimes though that the police/army may be the instigators of community
disruption and violence? ― ANONYMOUS

Empowering people with knowledge on how to keep peace and order withing the
communities where they live. 
 
Martin

Learn about the future of peace building and share better stories
and promote nonviolence, inclusion and peace in our society.
Grace

Fab idea, do you have any stories you could share? ― ANONYMOUS

Get inspired by change makers and learn to appreciate what
others have done to promote peace in our society.
Blessing

Celebrate successes in the quest for peace and nonviolence and
lets show children how to be kind and achieve calmness
Phillip

Love this! How do you think we can show them to be kind? ― ANONYMOUS
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Speak out against prejudice and discrimination when you see it.
David

Do you think people �nd it hard to speak out in some situation because of fear? ― ANONYMOUS

Make a personal commitment to nonviolence by providing some
help in case you see any person in trouble.
Sarah

Love and forgiveness in our different communities is needed
incase we need to promote peace..kivan �

Love for one another ❤..Nakatu uganda

Love your photo, how do you think we can get people with differing views to love on another?
― ANONYMOUS

People need to repent and follow biblical teachings inorde to
achieve peace in our communities..Nakatu uganda

What about the Quran? Should we not look for inspiration in the teachigns of all religions? - Dave
― ANONYMOUS
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Adequate teaching the fundamental concepts of human rights to stake holders of the
communities is need...Nakatu uganda

Good governance and rule of laws is required in order to achieve peace in our communities

We need to be kind to each other and understand we are all the same even if we are from
different backgrounds - we are all human

Great photo, great words! ― ANONYMOUS

more equity & justice + fairness

How can we get more equality and justice though? ― ANONYMOUS

Stop making and selling guns!

This is a good point - if we don't have the guns we can't shoot with them - Dave ― ANONYMOUS

Force people who commit violent acts to recognise the direct damage they have done to their
community
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What about making them do community service to give back to the community they have harmed ? -
Fu ― ANONYMOUS

This would be a good ideal of course! if they are willing to give back! ― ANONYMOUS

Educate people to recognise the value of peace and peaceful alternatives

Try to bring people together for dialogue

Give more leadership roles to women

Great idea as there is lots of evidence of women helping to promote peace within their communities
- Nicola ― ANONYMOUS

Love this! - Fu ― ANONYMOUS


